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Great Finds
Our latest buysforfallbaking. BY MELlssA DENcHAK
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l{andcrafted ffiolling Fins
Each ofthese hand-turned beauties from Vermont Rolling Pins is fashioned from a single piece of maple, cherry,
orwalnut hardwood; as such, they're handsome
and durable. Styles range from sleekand modern
to more classic; some have handles, some don't.
Prices run from S45 to 5'125, depending on wood
and shape; vermontrollingpins.com; 802-658-3733.
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N*t 5c $imple $YruP*
These small-batch, all-natural
syrups from Brooklyn-based
Royal Rose SyruPs aren'tjust

thaikboard Sanixt*rs
These playful, understated ceramic canisters are perfect for storing sugar,
flour, salt, or other kitchen goods. They're easy to label, too-just write on
their blackboard-like surfaces with chalk. S74 for a large (3-quart)jar;
S59 for a medium

(2-quart)jar; canvashomestore.com; 212-461-1496'

Mixing Sowls, &edesigned
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718-303-0750.
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All-Clad's new stainless-steel
Spherical bowls make for easY
mixing. Each comes with a silicone
base thatallows the round-bottom
bowl to sit at any angle on the
countertop. Without the base, the
bowl can be used as a double boiler
or"ru =rrcepan. Aside handle
makes it comfortable to hold while
pouring or. *hisking ingredients.
$S+.SS for a 3-quart bowl; cutlery
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cocktails. Available in creative,
deliciously intense flavors like
lavender-lemon, tamarind, and
cardamom-clove, they can be
brushed on sponge or Pound
cakes, stirred into whiPPed
cream or frosting, or drizzled
over yogurt. S1O.75 for an 8-oz.
bottle; royalrosenY.comi
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Pam

Great for minifruit pies, pot pies, quiches, or tarts,
this nonstick pie pan from Chicago Metallic
comes with a two-sided dough cutter that
helps you cut the perfect size base and
top everytime. Removable bottoms
make it easy to lift out delicate
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crusts.$27.5O;chicagometallic
bakeware.com;8OO-238-
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andmore.com;800-65O-9866.

Eaay*Read Tinner*
These 6O-minute kitchen timers letyou monitor
cooking time at a glance. As the minutes wind
down on Joseph Joseph's Pie (S14;ioseph

joseph.com; 866-94O-1875), the white section
of the analog dial becomes smaller and smaller'
Amco's Color Alert Timer (59.99; bedbathand
beyond.com; 800-462-3966) is green when set,
turnsyellow when 1O minutes remain, and blinks
red at the 1-minute mark.
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